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GROWTHHYPER

CX 
6 ways to accelerate your customer experience 
as fast as you’re growing your business

MEETS
EXCELLENCE



Companies that achieve hypergrowth don’t 
get there by accident. It’s the result of being 
laser-focused on bringing an innovative 
idea to life and expanding the business 
exponentially. It’s about changing the game. 

But regardless of industry or company-
size, every business faces a similar 
challenge: maintaining customer growth 
and transforming those early customer 
relationships into true loyalty.

Here, we’ll discuss strategies for accelerating 
the customer experience and finding more 
ways to deepen the relationship. 

YOU’VE REACHED 
HYPERGROWTH 

STATUS — NOW WHAT?

HYPERGROWTH DEFINED

We define hypergrowth companies as                     
fast-growing mid-market firms that are  
disrupting their market/industry. 
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6 WAYS TO 
ACCELERATE 
YOUR CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE

Focus on the customer

Develop your organization
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Keep it personal

Remind customers why they chose you

Use customer service as a 
source of insight 
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Identify the non-core aspects of 
your business

Encourage off-the-wall ideas

Prioritize agility of insight



HYPERGROWTH 
COMPANIES THAT 
ARE CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE 
LEADERS
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Sources: Fast Company, Inc.com, 
TechCrunch, Forbes
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CUSTOMER
ACCELERATORS

Keep it personal
Leading companies deeply 
understand the desired 
outcomes of their customers. 
They also understand different 
customers at different tiers 
have different needs, value, and 
behaviors that evolve over time. 
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Remind customers why                
they chose you
Continuously innovating and 
finding more ways to solve your 
customers’ problems is a critical 
part of demonstrating that you 
value their business.
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Use customer support as                      
a source of insight
Customer care isn’t just an 
opportunity to please your 
customers at that moment—it’s 
also a pipeline to valuable product 
feedback and insights for driving 
further innovation and growth.
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65% of hypergrowth companies collaborate with 
customers during the innovation process, 
compared to 54% of other companies.
Source: Accenture Consulting
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ENTERPRISE
ACCELERATORS

Prioritize agility
Avoid adopting too many 
procedures and protocols that 
prevent the company from  
adjusting rapidly or being accessible 
and relevant to your customers.

Identify the non-core aspects 
of your business
Juggling multiple 
responsibilities gets more 
difficult as companies expand. 
Outsourcing the non-core parts 
of your business to partners can 
save time, reduce costs, and 
allow your employees to focus 
on the areas that matter most.
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Encourage off-the-wall ideas
Keep those fresh ideas coming 
by promoting an open dialogue 
among employees and hire people 
with problem-solving and diverse 
skills and backgrounds.  
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85% of hypergrowth companies invest funds to 
gain, keep, and grow customer relationships.

Source: “Inside the Heads of the Leaders of America’s Fastest-Growing Companies” 
by Oracle and Inc. Media



START UP 
FOOD DELIVERY 
SERVICE

CASE STUDY

Problem
An on-demand food delivery company was growing 
fast, almost too fast. Customer service needed to 
keep up. It partnered with TTEC to rapidly recruit and 
train associates to reach customers, delivery staff, and 
merchants on the channels they prefer in real time. 

Solution
We identified frequent issues facing delivery employees, 
such as delayed orders and malfunctioning apps. We then 
redesigned the training curriculum to address key issues 
to effectively recruit and train new support associates. A 
strong referral network among employees helped quickly 
recognize and recruit high-performing associates. 

Results

40 - 2,000
Support team grew from

associates within months

CSAT increased to

73%
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Keep your customers close
A two-way communication channel is key to 
ensuring customer satisfaction, honing your vision, 
and accelerating your product development. 

Stay focused
Prioritize the areas that differentiate your business 
and look to experienced partners to not only  manage 
the rest, but also bring innovation to unexpected 
areas, e.g., gamifying knowledge management or 
designing collaborative workspaces. 

Ask questions
Develop relationships by asking customers why 
they need what they need so that you’re engaging 
as a creative problem solver instead of a machine.

Hire for the future
Instead of filling specific vacancies, look for          
individuals with the flexibility and skill-set to grow       
with the company.

GETTING
STARTED
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About TTEC 

TTEC Holdings, Inc. (NASDAQ: TTEC) is a leading global customer experience technology and services company focused on the design, 
implementation and delivery of transformative solutions for many of the world’s most iconic and disruptive brands. The Company delivers 
outcome-based customer engagement solutions through TTEC Digital, its digital consultancy that designs and builds human centric, tech-
enabled, insight-driven customer experience solutions for clients and TTEC Engage, its delivery center of excellence, that operates customer 
acquisition, care, growth and digital trust and safety services. 

Founded in 1982, the Company’s 49,700 employees operate on six continents across the globe and live by a set of customer-focused values 
that guide relationships with clients, their customers, and each other.

To learn more about how TTEC is bringing humanity to the customer experience, visit www.ttec.com.
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